THE MOUSE THAT
ROARED, THE BIGOTRY
ROSEANNE
PERPETRATED AND
IGNORANT RACISM OF
TRUMP
Tonigh
t, the
ABC
networ
k,
obviou
sly
owned
and
contro
lled by the Disney Mouse, has fired Roseanne
Barr. It is a fine step. The better question is
why they ever rebooted her ignorant racist act.
The answer is, like the relentless quest of the
New York Times to connect with “real America
Trump Country voters”, they were more concerned
about selling shit and getting eyeballs than
they were about morality and truth.
Yeah, it is that simple.
ABC knew exactly what kind of ignorant racist
bigot Roseanne Barr was, but they rolled the
dice on the crap table of television because
they cravenly thought there was a market for low
brow bigotry in the age of Donald Trump.
For a bit, it seemed they were right. Heck,
maybe they still are, maybe this country has
fallen that far.
But when the pet star of ABC and Donald Trump,
Roseanne, compared an accomplished woman like
Valerie Jarrett to things I will not even cite
here, even the Disney Mouse of ABC canceled her
on the spot. How heroic.

It is fine to harsh on Roseanne. She has earned
it for a long time. A long enough time that ABC
and the oh so socially responsible “Disney
Mouse” completely understood and, still, signed
up to renew the platform for gross bigotry that
Roseanne Barr represented in a heartbeat when
they though they could catch the wave of
Trumpian bigotry and racism.
It was like candy for the media monsters, much
like the acceptance of the New York Times and
other major media, although to a less obviously
crass extent. Make no mistake though, it is all
of the same cloth of go along to get along
“let’s get maximum eyeballs” theory by major
media that feeds the message fed to the United
States and world. They know better, and they owe
better. And, yes, I am talking to you Maggie
Haberman. She is certainly not the only one,
just a common and un-rehabiltated symbol at this
point. But Mag Habs and the Times “political
team” have come to this point the old fashioned
way: They have earned it.
But, hey, the Times are not alone, CNN is
similarly still sending out Salena Zito to
interact with revanchist bigotry in “real
America” like that bunk should be celebrated and
normalized, not scorned and attempted to be
informed.
This country should not celebrate ignorance,
bigotry and stupidity. We should fight and
overcome that.
ABC and the Disney Mouse may be unconscionably
late to this game as to the attempt to ride the
ignorance and bigotry of Roseanne Barr, but
maybe there is a better day ahead.
Today, Howard Schultz and Starbucks took the
step back to rethink and do better. ABC and the
Mouse made a late, but needed step.
One step at a time. It is better than the
original knee jerk reaction of the ABC network
to piggyback on the bigotry of Roseanne Barr.
Belated Update: The title to this post was not

meant just to be descriptive of the Disney
action as to Roseanne, it was also an homage to
the thoroughly wonderful classic movie “The
Mouse That Roared”. If you have not seen it, you
should. I think it is occasionally on TCM, but
not sure. It is a wonderfully subtle early tour
de force by the great Peter Sellers.

